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Abstract 
We present a refinement ordering between binary relations, viewed as programs or specifica- 
tions. This ordering induces a complete join semilattice that can be embedded in a relation 
algebra. This embedding then allows an easy proof of many properties of the refinement 
semilattice, by making use of the well-known corresponding properties of relation algebras. The 
operations of the refinement semilattice corresponding to join and composition in the embed- 
ding algebra are, respectively, demonic join and demonic composition. The weakest prespecifi- 
cation and postspecification operators of Hoare and He, defined over a relation algebra, also 
have corresponding operators in the semilattice. 
1. Introduction 
Boudriga et al. [9] study a refinement ordering (first introduced in [25]) that 
confers to a set of relations (considered as specifications) a semilattice structure. This 
structure enables them to articulate a strategy for generating and validating specifica- 
tions. Moreover, they mention the interest of this structure for the organization of 
a database of software components, for the purpose of software reuse. 
In this paper, we extend the results found in [9] by showing how this refinement 
semilattice can be embedded in a relation algebra. This embedding then allows an 
easy proof of many properties of the refinement semilattice, by making use of the 
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well-known corresponding properties of relation algebras. We show that the opera- 
tions of the refinement semilattice corresponding to meet, join and composition in the 
embedding algebra are, respectively, demonic meet, demonic join and demonic com- 
position, with the relational definition of the last two operations coming from [S-7]. 
Having these demonic operators allows a more elegant formulation of refinement 
rules, in particular the rule about sequence decompositions. 
An important thread that lead to the discovery of the proposed embedding is the 
definition of program given in Hoare an He’s paper [21]; in this paper, Hoare and He 
give the semantics of a programming language by considering that the abstraction of 
a program written in this language is a relation over a set of states that includes 
a fictitious state “at infinity”. As described in [21], some relations over this set 
correspond to programs or to implementable specifications, and still others to 
unimplementable specifications. Using our embedding makes clear how these classes 
arise; it also reveals the reason for the difference between the weakest prespecification 
operators of [14,21]. 
In summary, this paper is concerned mostly with the properties of a relational 
refinement ordering; for applications, we refer to [9,14,16,25,26]. Also, the 
embedding that is defined here can be used as a general tool; i.e. given any 
relational operation that one might consider, the embedding makes it easy to deter- 
mine both the existence and the properties of a corresponding operation in the 
semilattice. 
In Section 2, we give the definition of a relation algebra. In Section 3, we 
introduce the refinement ordering, its embedding, and prove some of its properties. 
Section 4 is dedicated to related work by Backhouse and van der Woude [3], 
Berghammer and Zierer [7], Hoare and He [21,22] and Parnas [27]. All 
along, we take a purely semantic view and consider that relations are specifications or 
programs. 
2. Relation algebras 
Homogeneous relation algebras have been presented first in [32]; their axiomatiz- 
ation is carried out in [lo]. For our work, we need heterogeneous algebras whose 
definition we take from [7,28,31]. 
2.1. Definition. A relation algebra is a structure (W, v , n ,-, o,*) over a 
nonempty set W of elements, called relations. The unary operations- ,^are total 
whereas the binary operations v , n ,o are partial. We denote W uR the set of those 
elements Q E W for which the union R u Q is defined. The following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(11 (W,, up n,-1 is a complete atomic Boolean algebra, with zero element 
OR and universal element LR. The elements of WVR are ordered by inclusion, denoted 
by c. 
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(2) If the products P 0 R and Q 0 R are defined, so is P 0 0. If the products P 0 Q and 
P 0 R are defined, so is Q 0 R. If Q 0 R exists, so does Q 0 P for every P E 43 uR. 
(3) Composition is associative: P 0 (Q 0 R) = (P 0 Q) 0 R. 
(4) There are elements RZ and ZR associated to every relation R E 9. RZ behaves as 
a right identity and ZR as a left identity for WUR. 
(5) The Schriider rule P 0 Q E R o P^ ol? E Q c Z?o 0 c P holds whenever one of 
the three expressions is defined. 
(6) L 0 R 0 L = L holds for every R # 8 (Tarski rule). 
For simplicity, the universal, zero, and identity elements are all denoted by L, 8, I, 
respectively (as in the expression of the Tarski rule above, where the three L might all 
be different), except that we may occasionally use subscripts for designing a particular 
one. The precedence of the relational operators, from highest to lowest, is the 
following: - and * bind equally, followed by 0, followed by n and finally by u . The 
scope of ui and ni goes to the right as far as possible. Henceforth, the composition 
operator symbol 0 will be omitted (i.e. we write QR for Q 0 R). R^ is called the converse 
of R; we will write (R) ^ rather than @) for parenthesized expressions. If R E WVR, 
then R is said to be homogeneous. 
From this definition, the usual rules of the calculus of relations can be derived (see, 
e.g., [7,10,29,31]). We assume these rules to be known and simply recall a few of 
them, including some Boolean laws. Let P, Q, R be relations and X be an arbitrary 
index set. Then, 
2.2. (a) UiexRi = ni,xZTi 
(b) fii.xRi = Ui,xEi 
(c) QnRuZ?=QuZ? 
(d)QsR*RsQ 
(e) Q(fliexRi) E nisxQRi 
(0 (CliExRJQ s fbx&Q 
(g) Q(UiexRi) = UiexQRi 
@I (UisxRi)Q = Uiex&Q 
(i)QcR*PQcPR 
(j) QcR=-QPcRP 
(k) QsR*Q^sZ? 
(1) (Ui,x&j= Uisxii 
(4 (fhxRi,,^r flex& 
r; tf”=\= RQ 
0 
(p) R = E 
(q) LL = L 
(r) (fbxRiL)L = fkxRiL 
(S) (Ui,xRiL)L = lJi.xRiL 
(t) RLL = RL 
(u) (P n QL)R = PR n QL 
(v) QLR = QL n LR. 
We now give a definition of various properties of relations and some laws about 
them [28,31]. 
2.3. Definition. A relation R is deterministic iff Z?R E I; it is total iff L = RL (equiva- 
lently, Z c RR); it is a mapping iff it is total and deterministic; it is injectiue iff R is 
deterministic (i.e. RZ? E I); it is surjectiue iff Z? is total (i.e. LR = L, or Z E Z?R). 
Let P, Q and R be relations and let i run over a nonempty index set. Then, 
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2.4. (a) Q deterministic + Q(niRi) 
(b) P d termimstic +- (G ?$P e ” 
=QPnR, 
(c) Q total o QR E QR, 
(d) Q deteministic * Ql? = QL n QR, 
(e) Q deterministic C- QR u QL = QR, 
Q injective =S (niRi)Q 
= (7iRiQ, 
P injective =S P(pQ n R) 
= Q n PR, 
Q surjective o RQ E RQ, 
Q injective =P RQ = LQ n RQ, 
-- 
Q injective =P RQ u LQ = RQ. 
In this article, we give various examples drawn from concrete algebras of Boolean 
matrices whose entries belong to the two-elements Boolean algebra. Following 
tradition, we denote these two elements by 0 and 1 rather than by 0 and L, 
respectively. Once can also view Boolean matrices as relations between sets, using the 
well-known correspondence between these two views. The operations u , n and - 
on Boolean matrices are applied element-wise, whereas l? is the transpose of R and 
(2.5) (Q,R)Ckjl = UQCi,kl n RIMI. 
k 
Given a Boolean matrix R, the set WUR consists of all those matrices having the same 
size as R. 
We say that a relation x is a vector [29,31] iff x = XL. A vector x satisfying x # 8 
and XA E I (i.e. x is injective) is said to be a point. In an algebra of Boolean matrices, 
a vector is a row-constant matrix and a point is a matrix with a single nonvanishing 
constant row. A vector can also be viewed as a point set or predicate. From properties 
(r), (s), (t) in 2.2, it follows that for R E W, the set of vectors of gvR constitutes 
a complete Boolean subalgebra of the Boolean algebra WvR (set [29,31], where this 
result is proved). 
Definition. A pair (pi, oz) of relations is called a direct sum iff [S, 6,12,34] 
This characterization of direct sums is unique up to isomorphism, i.e. any two models 
satisfying the above equations are isomorphic. 
Let (cr1,c2) and (ri,~~) be two direct sums and let R,,,R12,R21,R22 be relations. 
In the sequel, we will use the abbreviation 
because of its readability. Moreover, it allows easy calculations, given the following 
theorem. In this theorem, note that conversion and composition are not the same as 
for Boolean matrices (see 2.5 and above). The proof uses the following laws, which 
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follow easily from Definition 2.6: 
(2.8) (; ;) = 0, (; ;) = L‘* 
2.9. Theorem. Let 
be matrices as defined in (2.7), where P and Q are built with respect o the direct sums 
(pI,p2), (~~,a~), and R with respect to the direct sums (aI,az), (zt,zz). Then, for 
1 < i,j< 2, 
(Pu Q)Ci,jl = PCiJl LJ QCkjl, l?[i, j] = R[i, j], 
(P n Q)Ci,jl = PM n QCiJl, &jl = (RCj,il): 
(QWWI = u lGkGZQCipkl RCk_A 
where the equations concerning v and n can be generalized to injinite unions and 
inJinite intersections. 
Proof. The result about u is immediate from (2.2) (g, h); that about n follows 
from 2.4(a) and the fact that pl, pz, cl, c2 are deterministic and injective 
(Definitions 2.3 and 2.6). For complementation, we use laws (2.8) and the now 
established fact that matrix union and intersection are calculated element-wise. This 
gives 
L L 
=LL = ( > L 
and 
whence 
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For conversion, the proof goes as follows: 
Also, note that, obviously, 
* Qll E RII A Q12 c R12 A Q21 G R21 A Qz2 G R22. 
In [31, Appendix A.21, it is mentioned that an algebra of square matrices whose 
entries belong to a homogeneous relation algebra again constitutes a relation algebra 
when its operations are defined as in the statement of Theorem 2.9. What Theorem 2.9 
shows is that such matrices can be characterized axiomatically via direct sums. Note 
that the theorem does not require the entries to belong to a homogeneous algebra (this 
does not mean the entries can be arbitrary, though) and that it can be generalized to 
matrices of arbitrary size. 
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In the sequel, when we use abbreviation (2.7), we assume the necessary direct sums 
to be defined. 
3. A demonic refinement ordering 
If one views a relation R as a specification of the input-output behavior of 
a program p, then one is naturally led to consider p to be totally correct with respect o 
R if(i) for any input s in the domain of R, S' is a possible output of p only if (s, s’) E R, 
and (ii) p produces an output for any input belonging to the domain of R [24]. Note 
that for an input that does not belong to the domain of specification R, program 
p may return any result or return no result; i.e. the specifier does not care what 
happens following submission of such an input. Whether it is wise for a specifier to 
write partial specifications can be debated [23]. However, such specifications may 
arise from the decomposition of higher-level specifications. For example, a total 
specification R could be decomposed as PQ, where Q is partial and range 
(P) c domain (Q). How an input value outside the domain of Q is handled does not 
matter, since P does not return such values. 
This is the rationale behind the following definition of refinement. 
3.1. Definition. We say that a relation Q refines a relation R [25], denoted by Q E R, 
iff 
QnRLsR A RLsQL, 
or, equivalently, iff 
- -- 
QvzsRuRL A QLsRL. 
The first definition of refinement directly mimics the informal justification given 
above. However, the second definition will be more useful in the sequel. The following 
shows that these two definitions are indeed equivalent. 
QnRLsR A RLsQL 
0 {“ =s " is trivial; for “ = “, intersect both sides of the first inequation (in the 
following line) with RL.} 
-e+ (By 2.2(c,d).) 
- -- 
Qu~sRuRL A QLcRL 
--- 
~QuQLERuRL A QLcRL. 
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Thus, for instance, 
Now, let 9 E be a given relation algebra and let 43’ be a set of matrices of the form 
( E:: ii: ) , where E 11 E W’, and where EIz, EZ1 and Ezz belong to suitable relation 
algebras. We define the function e : 9’ + 9” by 
-- 
( RvRL RL (3.2) e(R) = > L L’ 
3.3. Theorem. The relation E is a partial ordering and the function e: 92’ + W’ 
dejined in (3.2) satisfies Q E R o e(Q) c e(R) ( i.e. e is an order-embedding [ll]). 
Proof. From Definition 3.1, it easily follows that the refinement relation is antisym- 
metric: 
QER * RcQ 
o {By Definition 3.1.) 
- -- 
QvQL=RvRL A QL=RL 
-_ 
=. (QL=RL~QL=RL.) 
(Qu@)nQL=(RuRL)nRL 
=z-Q=R. 
Next, we get 
QcR 
o {By Definition 3.1.) 
QvQLcRuRL A QLERL -- -- 
* {BY %. (3.2)) 
e(Q) E e(R). 
Consequently, E is reflexive and transitive (due to c having these properties); since 
it is also antisymmetric, it is partial order on W &. Hence e is an order-embedding. •i 
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Fig. 1. On the left, a relation algebra ordered by c. On the right, part of an embedding algebra, ordered 
by E. 
A universal element in W’ has the form ( L1l L12 Lz, L2z ) . Above, we have simply required 
L 12, Lzl and LZ2 to come from “suitable algebras”. We need not be more precise, 
because this is not required to prove the results that follow. A good choice that can 
always be made is to take for L 22 the universal element of the two-elements relation 
algebra, which is characterized by L = I [6,7]. In fact, this is the choice that is made in 
the examples to come (and this choice determines LIZ and Lzl). Suppose that WE is 
a homogeneous relation algebra and that L 22 also comes from a homogeneous 
algebra. Then, the set of matrices of R’, with the operations as defined in Theorem 2.9, 
constitutes a homogeneous relation algebra (see the comments after Theorem 2.9). 
This remark can be generalized to heterogenous relation algebras and justifies the title 
of this paper. 
Fig. 1 gives an example, using the homogeneous algebra of all Boolean 2 x 2 
matrices and a possible embedding e. The refinement ordering is illustrated on the left. 
The images by e of the matrices on the left are shown on the right. Fig. 2 presents the 
ordering by E of a homogeneous relation algebra (taken from [31]) that is not the set 
of all possible 3 x 3 matrices. Fig. 3 shows the general structure of (W ER, c ) for any 
R E 9’ (see Definition 2.1 for the notation Se&). 
Features worth noting in these diagrams are the following [9]. 
l The greatest element is 8 and the total unrefinable relations are the minimal 
elements in Fig. 1, these minimal elements are mappings, but Fig. 2 shows that this 
is not necessarily the case in an arbitrary relation algebra. 
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Fig. 2. A relation algebra ordered by c. 
It is easy to show that any two vectors u and u satisfy u c u o u 2 u. But, for any 
relation algebra W and any R E S?, the set of vectors of SUR is a Boolean sublattice 
of (gvR, E ) [29,31]; hence this Boolean lattice of vectors is also an (inverted) 
substructure of (W vR, E ). Note that the atomic vectors (with respect to c ) are the 
immediate predecessors of 8 in Fig. 1, these atomic vectors are points, but this is not 
always the case, as shown by Fig. 2. 
Finally, note that for total relations Q and R, we have Q c R o Q c R; hence, for 
total relations, refinement is the same as inclusion (in the diagrams, the total 
relations are those below L). 
We now investigate the lattice properties of c. 
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Boolean sublattice of vectors 
I . . . Level of unrefinable total relations . ’ . 
Fig. 3. General structure of a semilattice ordered by E. 
3.4. Theorem. Let R be a relation algebra. For every R E 9, (BuR, E ) is a complete 
join semilattice, with greatest element 0. Letting u denote join with respect to c, 
we have 
and 
where X is a nonempty index set and for all i, Ri E W uR. 
Proof. The index set X must be nonempty, since there is no least element in (W uR, E ). 
In the following, let the index i run over X. 
(1) That 0 is the greatest element of (4e vR, c ) follows immediately from Definition 
3.1. 
(2) Next, we prove an intermediate result that is used in the following two deriv- 
ations: 
((Uik) n (ni&L))L 
= {By 2.2(r, u).} 
(UiRi)L n (ni&L) 
= {By 2.2(h).} 
(UiRiL) n (niRiL) 
= {Since the index set is not empty.} 
niRiL. 
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(3) And here is the proof of the main result. In this proof, B is any given relation. 
Vi, Ri&B 
o {By Definition 3.1.) 
Vi,RiVRiLGBUBL A RiL~BL 
C>(UiRi U RiL) E B U BL A UiRiL E BL 
_- 
*(vi Ri) U (lJiR,L) c B U BL A UiRiL C BL 
o {By 2.2(c).} 
-- 
(UiRi) n UiRiL U (lJiR,L) G B U BL A UiRiL E BL 
o(UiRi)n(niRiL)U ()iRiLE BU BL A WGBL 
o {By Definition 3.1 and part (2) above.} 
(LJiRi) n (ni&L) LB- 
This shows that (Ui Ri) n (ni RiL) is the least upper bound of {Ri 1 i E X}. 
(4) Finally, 
(l__liRi)L 
= {By part (3).} 
((UiRi) n (C)iRiL))L 
= {By part (2).) 
niRiL. 0 
A special case of the above theorem is the join of two relations [9]: 
(3.5) QuR=(QuR)nQLnRL, 
(QuR)L = QL n RL. 
Thus Q uR is exactly the relational expression of the demonic join as defined in [S, 61, 
and implicitly used in [7] (this is why we call the semilattice (WUR, E) demonic). 
Indeed, consider 
This operation corresponds to a demonic nondeterministic hoice, since the possibil- 
ity of failure (row 3 of the first matrix or row 1 of the second) is reflected in the result. 
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For the middle row, failure is not possible, and the set of allowed results is the union of 
the results of the two operands. 
We now turn our attention to greatest lower bounds with respect o the refinement 
ordering. 
3.6. Theorem. Let W be a relation algebra with R E W, and X be an arbitrary index set. 
ForeachiEX,letRiEWVR. The greatest lower bound of the set of relations { Ri 1 i E X> 
exists if and only if 
LE 
( 
fiRivI&Z L. 
ieX > 
When this condition is satisjied, the greatest lower bound is 
where n denotes meet with respect to E; furthermore, 
Proof. In the following, the index i ranges over X. 
(1) We first prove an intermediate result. Assume L C_ (ni Ri v Ri L) L. Then, 
((ni& V RiL) n (uiRiL))L 
= (By 2.2(s,u).} 
(C)iRi V R,L)L n (UiRiL) 
= {By assumption, noting that L E Q is equivalent o L = Q, for any Q.} 
L n (UiRtL) 
= UiRiL. 
(2) Next, we prove the main result about the existence condition and the value of 
the greatest lower bound. Let B be any relation. 
Vi, BERi 
- {Definition 3.1.) 
- -- 
Vi,BvBLGRivRiL A BL&RiL 
- -- 
*BvBL~ niRivRiL A BLERiL 
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o (Because niRiL E niRi u RiL and L = BL u BL = ( By 2.2(h,t).) 
(B u BL)L s(niRi u R,L)L.} 
BuBLG(~~R~ U RiL)u(niRiL) 
- 
A BLG niRiL A Lc(~~R~v RiL)L 
o (By 2.2(a, c).} 
BuBLG(niRiuRiL)n(UiRiL)uUiRiL 
ABLE uiRiLALG(niRi U RiL)L 
o {By part (1) and Definition 3.1.) 
BE(niRi U RiL)n(UiRiL) A L~(niRi U RiL)L. 
This shows clearly the existence condition L G (niRi u RiL)L and the value of the 
greatest lower bound, namely (r)iRi u RiL) n (UiRiL). 
(3) Finally, by parts (2) and (1) (niRi)L = ((niRi 
UiRiL. 0 
A special case of the above theorem is the meet of two relations [9]: 
-- 
(3.7) QnR=(Quz)n(RuRL)n(QLuRL)=QnRuQnRLuQLnR, 
(QnR)L= QL uRL; 
it exists provided that L E ((Q u QL) n (R u RL))L. This condition is equivalent to 
QL n RL E (Q n R)L. This condition simply means that on the intersection of their 
domains, Q and R have to agree for at least one value. For example, consider 
‘; 
\ 
; J_[% H ;I _rA ; %I; 
on the intersection of their domains (the second row), the operands agree on the 
middle value and thus the meet is defined. This is not the case for 
because they contradict each other on the intersection of their domains. We call 
n a demonic meet, because it is associated with the demonic join, even though the 
domain of QnR being larger than that of Q n R, n looks more demonic than L.J.~ 
’ Hendrik Boom remarked that n is dual to L. and that angels are dual to demons, so that we have another 
good reason to call n angelic and n demonic. Nevertheless, in this paper, we will continue calling the 
g -semilattice and all its associated operations demonic. 
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Note that we will assign to u and n the same binding powers as u and n (resp.). 
We now return to the embedding e and show that it preserves both joins and meets. 
3.8. Theorem. Provided that the existence conditions stated in Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 are 
satisfied, the embedding e preserves joins and meets, i.e. 
Proof. The condition for UieX Ri to exist is that X be nonempty (see Theorem 3.4). 
Assume that this condition holds and that, in the following, the index i runs over X. 
Note that 
(IJiRi) U Q_JiRi)L 
= {By Theorem 3.4.) 
(UiRi) n (niRiL) U r)t&L 
= {By 2.2(b, c).} 
(UiRi) U (UtRiL) 
= UiRi U my 
from which we get 
e(Ui Ri) 
= {Definition of e (Eq. (3.2)).} 
( 
- ~ 
(IJiB,) U (Ui&)L (UiRi)L 
L L > 
= {Result above, Theorem 3.4 and law 2.2(b).} 
( 
- - 
UiRi U RiL UiRiL 
L L > 
= {By Theorem 2.9.) 
V( 
-- 
Ri U RiL RiL 
L L > 
= {Definition of e (Eq. (3.2)).} 
LJie(Ri). 
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Next, consider nisx Ri; it exists provided that L E (r)iexRi u RiL)L (see Theorem 
3.6). Assume this condition to hold. It follows that 
(jJRi) U (niRi)L 
= {By Theorem 3.6.) 
(r)iRi U m) n (IJiRiL) U UiRiL 
= {By 2.2(a, c).} 
(niRi U RiL) U (ni RiL) 
= {Because niRiL c niRi u m.) 
niRi u I&E 
and, finally, that 
e(niRi) 
= {Definition of e (Eq. (3.2)).) 
~ ___ 
(niRi) U (niRi)L (niRi)L 
L L 
= {Result above, Theorem 3.6 and law 2.2(a).} 
- - 
niRi u RiL niRiL 
L L 
= {By Theorem 2.9.) 
nie(Ri). q 
For any R E WE, (9&(,+ _ = ) is a Boolean lattice (hence a distributive lattice); 
because e preserves joins and meets, this implies that the semilattice (WE,, c) is 
distributive, provided that the necessary meets exist. That is, 
Pn(QuR) = PnQuPnR and Pu(QnR) = (PuQ)n(PuR). 
It is straightforward to verify that 
PnQuPnR defined o (PnQ defined APnR defined) 
=S Pn(Q u R) defined, 
Pu(QnR) defined o QnR defined =z. (PuQ)n(PuR) defined o true, 
and that the implications are strict (i.e. the inverse implications do not hold). 
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The next step is the description of an inverse of e and the characterization of the 
range of e. We define the function d : W’ + W c by 
(3.9) d((;;: ~~~))=Ellnm. 
3.10. Theorem. Let 
RcW’ and Ed2 (;:I ;::) E%. 
(1) R = d(e(R)). 
(2) E E e(d(E)). 
(3) E1lL=L~EIZ=EIZL~EIZ~Ell~EZ1=L~EEZZ=L~E=e(d(E)). 
(4) (3R,E=e(R))oE11L=L~E,,=E,zL~Elz~E,,~E,,=L~E,z=L. 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from the definitions of d and e (Eq. (3.9) and (3.2)). 
(2) E 
c {Law 2.2(i) implies that El2 = El21 E E12L.} 
El1 u EllL u ElzL EllLu E,zL 
L L 
= {By 2.2 (b,c).} 
El1 n ElzL u EllL n ElzL 
L 
= (By 2.2(t, u).} 
El1 n E12L u (Eli n Ei2L)L (Err n Ei2L)L 
L 
= {By definition of e (Eq. (3.2)).} 
e(Ell n E12L) 
= {By definition of d (Eq. (3.9)).} 
ME)). 
(3) IfErlL= L,E12 = E12LandE,, E Eii,thenE,, = El1 u EllLu E,,Land 
El2 = El1 L u El2 L; if, in addition, E2r = L and E22 = L, then “ c ” can be replaced 
by “ = ” in the derivation of part (2). 
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(4) Direction “ (: ” follows from part (3). In other direction, we have 
3R,E=e(R) 
e3R,Ell = R v RLr,E12 = RLr\EZ1 = Lr,Ezz = L 
a {By laws 2.2(h, t).) 
E11L=L~E12=E1?L~E12~E11~Ez1=L~Ezz=L. Cl 
By part (1) of this theorem, d is a left inverse of e. Other inverses are possible, like 
d(E) = El1 n El2 and d(E) = El1 n E12L, but they do not satisfy part (2) of the 
theorem. Part (4) characterizes the range of e. 
Despite the law E E e(d(E)), the operator e(d( )) is not a closure operator, because 
E E F does not imply e(d(E)) E e(d(F)); for example, 
440)) = e(8) = Ls! (L :)=e(l)=e(d((~ i))). 
Indeed, there is no function f: W’ + W’ such that R =f(e(R)) and E E F a 
e(f(E)) E e(f(F)); assuming otherwise and using the fact that e is order-embedding, 
8 E e(R) * G(8)) 5 e(f(e(R))) * f@)Ef(e(R)) = R 
would imply the existence of a least element in Sek,, for any R. 
We now investigate whether there are interesting operations on WL, that would 
homomorphically correspond (by e) to known relational operations on W”. We start 
with composition and find that, for any Q, R E W c, 
4QMW 
= {By definition of e (Eq. (3.2)).} 
)( 
-- 
Ru RL RL 
QvL QLLL L L 
= {By Theorem 2.9.) - - -- - 
(Qu@) (RuRL)uQLL (QuQL)RLuQLL 
L(R v RL) v L LRLvL > 
-- - - 
= {By 2.2(g, h, t) and because QL RL E QL(R u z) c QLL = QL.} 
---- 
QRvQRLuQL QRLuQL 
L L > 
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BY 2.2(g, h, t), 
-- -- -- 
(QRuQRLuQL)L=QRLvQRLuQL=Q(RLvRL)vQL=QLv~=L, 
whence the above matrix satisfies the premise of part (3) of Theorem 3.10. Thus 
e(Q)e(R) is the image by e of a relation in W’, namely d(e(Q)e(R)), which we denote 
by QoR. Using the definition of d (Eq. (3.9)) we develop and get 
-- -- 
(3.11) Q q R = d(e(Q)e(R)) = (QR v QRL v QL) n QRL v QL 
=QRnQQRLnQL=QRnQ=. 
But this is just the relational expression of the demonic composition of Q and R [S-7] 
(another reason for the qualificative demonic). We assign to q the same priority as 0. 
The following gives an example where 0 and q differ: 
but 
The first row of the result for 0 does not vanish because the first row of the first 
operand can lead to a value which is in the domain of the second operand (namely, the 
second row); the first row of the result for q vanishes because the first row of the first 
operand can lead outside of the domain of the second operand (namely, the first row). 
By construction, 
4Qo R) = e(QkU9 
whence 
WQ q R) 
= {By part (1) of Theorem 3.10.) 
WJ'o(QoR))) 
= (Applying e(QoR) = e(Q)e(R) twice, 
associativity of relational composition.} 
44W(QkW) 
= dM(P q Q)oR)) 
= (PoQ)o R. 
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That is, demonic composition is associative. Because the embedding e preserves joins 
and meets, we also get monotonicity and distributivity properties (see 2.2 (e-j)), 
provided, of course, that the necessary meets exist: 
(3.12) QER =-PoQcPoR, QER = QoPcRoP, 
Po(QuR)=PoQuPoR, (QuR)oP = Qo PuRo P, 
Po(QnR)cP q QnPo R, (QnR)o PEQoP~RoP. 
One can check that 
P q (QnR) defined + P IY QnPo R defined, 
(QnR) q P defined * Q q PnR q P defined, 
and that the implications are strict. 
The definition of the embedding has required some effort, but there is an interesting 
payoff here: The direct proof of the above properties is rather tedious but becomes 
easy when making use of the embedding. As an illustration of this comment, the 
appendix gives a direct proof of the associativity of demonic composition (see also 
Section 4). 
For conversion, we find (using law 2.2(l), Eq. (3.2) and Theorem 2.9) 
e(R)*= 
For e(R)^ to satisfy the right member of the equivalence in part (4) of Theorem 3.10, 
we must have R = 8; hence, the zero relations are the only relations in 9’ that have 
a converse. This result is not surprising, given the strong asymmetry between left and 
right introduced by c. 
For complementation, we get (using 2.2(a), Eq. (3.2) and Theorem 2.9) 
-( 
-- 
RvRL RL 
e(R = L 
L 
Theorem 3.10 shows that there is no relation Q that could act as a complement of R in 
the semilattice, since the above relation e(R) never satisfies the condition on the right 
of the equivalence in part (4) of the theorem. Again, this is no surprise, due to the 
absence of a least element in (W &, E ). 
The next operation that we consider is the left residual of R by Q [l-3,8,19,31,33], 
noted R/Q, and defined by 
XGR/Q o XQcR 
(see also [21,22], where this operation is termed the weakest prespecifcation ofQ to 
achieve R). That is R/Q is the largest solution (inclusion-wise) to the inequation 
XQ c R. Using the Schrijder rule, one finds that R/Q = 3. Because 
X q QE R o e(X)e(Q) E e(R) o e(X) E e(R)/e(Q), a left residual, or weakest 
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prespecification, in W’ can be found (if it exists) by looking at its corresponding 
relation in W. This is why we compute e(R)/e(Q) and get 
eW)/e(Q) 
= @Oe(Q)* 
= {Definition of e (Eq. (3.2).} 
-- 
RuRL RL 
L L >( 
Qua a- 
L L 1 
= {Theorem 2.9 and laws 2.2 (n,p).} 
(RnRL)(ou@)vRL$ (RnRL)LuRL = 
0 8 > 
1 
= {By 2.2(g, t-v) and because (R n RL)LQ E RL$ and (i? n RL) L c RL.) 
( 
i@nRLuRLn@ RL 
0 8 > 
= {Theorem 2.9 and laws 2.2(a, b).} 
( 
@nLouE RL 
L -1 L * 
This relation satisfies the premises of part(3) of Theorem 3.10 provided that 
RL E (z n Lo) L. Under this condition, we find that the above relation is the image 
of 
RUQ 
*z! 44W4Q)) 
= {Definition of d (Eq. (3.9)) and result above.) 
(mnL&uE)nRL 
= (L~=(Rul?)~=R~ui@andRLn~=@} 
an(Roul@)nRL 
= (@nl@=@ and R0sRL.j 
ZnRo 
=@n(R&ul@) 
=i$nLQ^. 
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The relation R [Q is named the conjugate kernel in [14]. It is the largest solution (w.r.t. 
c ) of X q Q c R. In programming terms, R UQ is the specification that is the easiest o 
refine (in the sense that it leaves open most design options) and that ensures the total 
correctness, with respect o R, of the sequential composition of two programs p and q, 
respectively correct with respect to specifications RDQ and Q. 
In a similar fashion, one defines the right residual [l-3,8,19,31,33] (or weakest 
PostspeciJcation [21,22]) of R by Q, noted Q\R, as the largest solution (inclusion- 
wise) to the inequation QX E R. Using the Schroder rule reveals that Q\R = 
@. Proceeding as for the left residual, one finds that the corresponding operation in 
WE, denoted by Q\ R, is defined when RL E QL and L E Q^(R A RL)L; its value is 
thenQnR=Q(RnRL)nQR. 
By construction, e(RIQ) = e(R)/e(Q) and e(QnR) = e(Q)\e(R), so that it be- 
comes easy to prove properties of [and 1, using the corresponding properties of / and 
\ (for a proof of these properties, see [l-3,8,19,21,31,33]). Thus, assuming that the 
partial operations (n, U, 1) are defined, 
(3.13) V’UQ) UR = Pf7W Q), Pn(Q\R) = (QoP)\R, 
f’fl(QuR) = (P IQMPUR), (PuQ)\R = (P\Wn(Q\R), 
(PnQ)f7R = (PDR)n(QfIR), PU(QnR) = (P\ Q)n(P \ R), 
J’\(QLlR) = (PQQ) UR, 
(QIR)~RLQ, Q4QlR) LR 
(of course, these laws reflect the duality of 17 and 1). 
4. Related work 
Hoare and He [21] define by relational means the semantics of a programming 
language analogous to Dijkstra’s language. For that purpose, they consider programs 
and specifications to be relations on a set S’ dz S u {I}, where S is a set of states and 
I is used to represent nontermination. For a relation E to be a program, it must 
satisfy certain conditions: 
(1) It must be total. 
(2) If (t, I) E E, then for all s E S, (t,s) E E. 
(3) For all s E S’, (I, s) E E. 
A relation E refines a relation F iff E E F. Hence, a specification (relation) F is 
implementable if there is a program E such that E c F; otherwise, it is unimplement- 
able. 
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Now, consider a relation R E W’ and let -- 
E=e(R)= 
Rv RL RL 
Obviously, E satisfies the three conditions above by letting the element I correspond 
to the second row (and second column) of E. In other words, Hoare and He give their 
semantic definitions in an We-like algebra.’ Because of the relationship between 9’ 
and W’, much of what is done in [21] can be transposed to W &. Laws (3.13) are a good 
example of this. Another example is the treatment of loops. Before discussing this 
point, let us make a little digression about intersection by vectors in BE. 
Vectors are normally used to capture the semantics of Boolean conditions (see, e.g., 
[21,31]); in this role, they are used to define prerestrictions of relations. For example, 
t n R is the prerestriction of R to condition t. The law t n QR = (t n Q)R (see 2.2(u)) 
provides that prerestricting composition QR to condition t is the same as composing 
the prerestriction of Q with R. In our approach, the semantics of a program is given by 
a relation in 4e E. We also give to vectors the role of defining conditions; this is partly 
justified by the following laws, which show that prerestriction by a vector behaves 
about the same with respect o E, u, n as it does with respect o E , u , n . Let t be 
a vector. It is easy to verify that 
t n (QuR) = (t n Q)u(t n R), QnRdefGred =- t n (QnR) = (t n Q)n(t n R), 
tnQoR=(tnQ)oR, QzR=z-tnQEtnR. 
To define the semantics of a loop, Hoare and He use the greatest fixed point of 
a certain functionf: Iff is n-continuous, the abstraction of a loop can then be built 
iteratively by starting from L and cutting down unnecessary subrelations; i.e. the 
semantics of the loop is n. a J”(L), with f’(L) = L. At first sight, it may seem 
counter-intuitive to start from L rather than 8, but the embedding e shows that this 
corresponds to building the abstraction from 8 in 9” (since L = e(o)), iteratively 
adding the necessary subrelations. In fact, let vector t be the relational abstraction of 
loop condition t and relation B to be the abstraction of loop body B. We define the 
semantics of while t do B to be the greatest fixed point, in W t, of functionfdefined by 
f(X) = (fn Z)n(t n Box); 
because the operands of n are disjoint, this is the same asf(X) = f n Z u t n I3 q X 
(see (3.7)). The greatest fixed point ofJ; u {X 1 X E f(X)}, exists, since the semilattice 
induced by 5 is join-complete. Provided thatfis n-continuous, this fixed point is also 
given by n. t of”(0), withf’(0) = 0. 
We now discuss the existence of nna o R, for a decreasing chain of relations 
R. zR1 zR,--. In [21], it is shown that n. z o E, is a totaljnitary relation, provided 
‘It is also possible to add two elements to the base set, in order to obtain a larger semantic structure for the 
description of demonic nondeterminism, robust correctness and program transformation. For some 
relation-algebraic work in this direction, see [20]. 
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that E,, 2 El 2 Ez... and each Ei is total finitary. The relations in WE corresponding 
to the total finitary relations in W’ are those relations R that are nondeterminism- 
bounded, i.e. such that the image set of any s by R is finite. A consequence of the 
relationship between W’ and W’, and of the above cited result of Hoare and He, is 
that for such relations, nn 5 o R, exists (where for all n, R, a R,+ 1). However, the result 
of [21] is proved in the set-theoretic model and thus lacks generality in our relation- 
algebraic context. We would like to use the relation-algebraic haracterization of 
finiteness given in [6] to define bounded nondeterminism (this is not too difficult) and to 
prove that nn,, R, exists when, for all n, R, satisfies this relational definition of 
bounded nondeterminism and R,z R,+ 1 (we have not succeeded yet). 
In [3], Backhouse and van der Woude introduce a proof style based on monotypes 
(a monotype is a relation J E I), residuals, and Galois connections; this proof style is 
employed to establish properties such as the associativity of demonic composition and 
the distributivity of demonic composition over demonic join. Monotypes are used to 
define prerestriction and postrestriction, which we define in this paper by means of 
vectors. On the other hand, the use of residuals allows Backhouse and van der Woude 
to carry out proofs with minimal use of complements. The concern of their paper is, 
quoting from [3], “how to choose suitable notation, and how to formulate definitions 
and calculation rules in such a way that seemingly difficult calculations become 
straightforward”. 
One can define an embedding of our semilattice by means of the formula 
(R u RL, RL), which is obtained from the formula we have adopted in this paper, 
namely 
-- 
( RvRL RL e(R) = > L L’ 
by deleting the second row (which is constant) and complementing the second entry of 
the first row. We have chosen the more complex formula because we wanted our 
embedding space to have well-known operations and properties that could be trans- 
ferred easily to the semilattice. Relation algebras have this desirable feature, but not 
sets of pairs of the form given above. If we were to use such pairs, we would have to 
define operations on them and to prove their properties; this could be as complex as 
working directly with the demonic operations. Pairs can be useful for different 
purposes, however. For example, pairs of the form (relation, set) are used in [27] to 
define the semantics of a generalized control structure and pairs of the form (relation, 
vector) are used in [7] to give the semantics of a functional language. 
5. Conclusion 
We have presented a refinement ordering between binary relations, viewed as 
programs or specifications. This ordering induces a complete join semilattice that can 
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be embedded in a relation algebra. This embedding allows an easy proof of 
many properties of the refinement semilattice, by making use of the well-known 
corresponding properties of relation algebras. The operations of the refinement 
semilattice corresponding to meet, join and composition is the embedding algebra 
are, respectively, demonic meet (n), demonic join (u) and demonic composition (o), 
with the relational definition of the last two coming from [S-7]. The weakest 
prespecification and postspecification operators of Hoare and He, defined over 
a relation algebra, also have corresponding operators in the semilattice (they 
are denoted by 1 and 1). Some of these operations are partial, like n, 1 and n; 
with the help of the embedding, it is straightforward to determine when they are 
defined. 
We intend to apply the results presented in this paper to the derivation of programs 
from specifications. Some of the refinement rules and heuristics presented in [25,26] 
have a simpler formulation in terms of the demonic operators than they do in terms of 
the usual relational operators. The partiality of some of the demonic operators may 
seem to be a hindrance, but in this context, showing that an operator is defined simply 
amounts to showing that a proposed decomposition is possible. As a trivial example, 
it is not possible to refine the specification Iby a sequence of the form X q 8, since iI@ 
is not defined. Thus, showing that R IQ is defined is a very normal proof obligation in 
the context of program derivation. The demonic operators may seem to have complex 
expressions in terms of the usual relational operators; for example, R IQ = ?@ n Lo. 
If Q and R are given as predicates, calculating R flQ can be difficult for arbitrary 
Q and R. But in many cases, this expression can be simplified; for example, if Q is 
deterministic (more generally, if ROQ E R), then R IQ = Ro [14], which is easy to 
calculate. 
In [l, 2,4,5,6], relation algebra is proposed as a practical means for the specifica- 
tion of data types and programs. Often, in these specifications, a relation is character- 
ized as a fixed point of some function. One can ask whether and how demonic 
operators can be used in the definition of such a function. Preliminary results about 
this problem can be found in [5,6,13]. 
A more abstract problem that we would like to solve is that of the minimality 
of the proposed embedding. For simplicity, assume that W’ is homogeneous 
and let 
Furthermore, add the constraint L 22 = Zz2 (see the discussion after Theorem 3.3). 
If one considers only relation algebras that are the full set of relations over a 
set then, obviously, W’ is the smallest relation algebra embedding 9’, since 
it is obtained by adding a single element to the base set (see Section 4). 
Is it also true for arbitrary relation algebras? If not, then what is a minimal 
embedding? 
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Appendix: Direct proof of associativity of demonic composition 
The following proof shows that demonic composition is associative. It is based 
solely on the definition of demonic composition, which is (see (3.11)) 
QoR=QRnQRL, 
and does not involve 
proof, see [S, 61. 
J'o(QoR) 
the embedding described in this article. For a variant of this 
= P(QoR)n P(QoR)L 
= P(QR n QRL)n P(QR n Qz)L 
= {By 2.2(t, u).} 
P(QR na)nP(QRLnE) 
= P(QR nE)n P(m u Qa) 
= {BY 2.2hd.j 
--- 
P(QRnQRL)nPQRLnPQRL 
= (By 2.2(g) and PQRL n PQE = 0.} 
P(QRnQauQRL)nPQRLnPQa 
= {By 2.2(c).} 
-- 
P(QRuQRL)nPQRLnPQRL 
= {By 2.2(g) and PQE n PQE = @.} 
-- 
PQRnPQRLnPQXL 
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=PQRnPQRLvPQRL 
= {BY 2.‘&g).} 
PQRnP(mnQ%kQRL) 
- - 
=PQRnP(QRLuQRLuQRL) 
= (BY 2.2@, g>.} 
PQRnPQ(RLvRL)nPQRL 
= {RLva=L andzn P@=@} 
_e- 
PQRnPQLn(PQRLuPQL) 
=PQRnPQLnPQRLnPQL 
= {By 2.2(t,u).) 
-- 
(PQnP@)Rn(PQnPQL)RL 
=(PoQ)Rn(PoQ)RL 
=(PoQ)oR. 
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